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FAST ELECTRON STUDIES IN THE ZT-40M

EDGE PLASMA

J. C. Ingraham, R. F. Ellis, J. N. Downing, G. Miller
C. P. Munson, M. M. Pickrell, K. F. Schoenberg, P. G. Weber,

and G. A. Wurden

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract

Measurements of the edge plasma on the ZT-40M Reversed Field Pinch (RFP),,.]_ow

the presence of a dilute (1 to 10 per cent of the edge density), fast (TH _--('2 - ajT" )
electron tail with a nearly unidirectional flow along B in a toroidal sense thai is agailast

the external applied electric field force. These studies have been extended over a wide

range of operating conditions including high density and krypton-injected radiation-

dorr.inated (PRAD '_ 0.9 PI:,,') discharges. In ali cases the current density of tl_e fast

electrons is sufficient to account for the current density required to maintain the l-llrl)

For low current 60 kA discharges this result has been confirmed in to a deptt_ 20 n_n_

inside of the reversal surface suggesting 'hat the source of the fast electrons is the

core of the discharge. The fast electrons also carry' a large power flux parallel to B

(several hundreds of MW/m _, typically), and radial transport measurements of the iast

electrons in the shadow of a movable limiter for 120 kA standard discharges indicate

that the fast electrons are the primary electron energy loss channel. The fast electrons

are a significant energy loss channel for a broad range of other cases as weil. Tl_e

collisionality of the fast electrons varies widely' over the range of cases studied and it

is noted that a small backflowing component of fast electrc_:s increases in relative size

as the collisionality increases. An estimate of the magnetic field stochastic diffusi,,izv

at the edge is made from the fast electron limiter shadow measurements and sl_ox',s

that the stochasticity of the magnetic field is low at the edge relative to tl_e core. i_

agreement with magnetic fluctuation diffusivity measurements and ._IIID si_n_la_i,r),,_.

"l:niv of Marvlan,'t
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1. Introduction

The presence of fast electrons in Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) edge plasmas has been

indirectly indicated in a number of experiments by asymmetric heating of calorimeter

probes[1-7] and by asymmetric emission from an x-ray target[8] inserted into the edge

plasma. Direct measurements of these fast nonthermal electrons using an electrostatic

energy analyel,' coupled with Langmuir probe and calorimeter probe measurements have

been made on ZT-40M[3,7,9-11] and on HBTX-IC at Culham[12].

It is essential that these fast electrons and their role in the operation of the RFP be

well understood, because of their obvious effects on transport and wall interactions. For

one set of discharge conditions on ZT-40M[10] the fast electrons in the edge plasma

had a density of about five per c,_.nt of the cold edge plasma and a temperature of

about twice the central tempe_'ature. The fast electron flow was highly directed alol_g

the field lines and in a toroidal sense opposed to the electric sense opposed Io tl_e

electric field force. Furthermore, based on calorimeter measurements it was inferred

that the perpendicular temperature of the fast electrons was comparable to tl_e pal"al]el

temperature, which led to the conclusion that the fast electrons were responsible for

the RFP current density, carried a large power flux, 450 MW/m _, parallel to B and

were the primary electron energy loss channel. Future work must be directed toward

refining these conclusions and determining how to control or eliminate the fast electro_s

in the nex', generation larger devices, MST[13]. RFX[14] and ZTH[15].

The results of fast electron measuremems on ZT-40M will be summarized in tl_is

paper. Section 2 describes the experiment, section 3 gives the general characteristics of

the fast electrons, section 4 describes how the fast electron characteristics are afFc.cte_l

by the discharge parameters, section .5presents measurements of the fast electron radial

transport, and section 6 discusses the effects of fast electron collisions with ions.

2. Experimental Description

ZT-40M is a toroidal RFP iron-core coupled device[16] with a minor radius a=0.?0 n l

and major radius R=l.14 m. The vacuum liner is a 0.38 mm thick Inconel bellows

with flat diagnostic section walls that are recessed by 12.7 mm. Three different

probes, electrostatic energy analyzer (EEA), double-swept Langmuir probe (DSP). and

calorimeter Langmuir probe (CLP) are inserted, in turn, into the edge plasma through

a port at the outer midplane. A vertical port at the same toroidal see;ion can be used

to introduce a movable graphite tile limiter into the plasma for radial transport sl udic_

in the limiter shadow. The limiter insertion, DL, is measured relative to tlJ,:, i]_lJ¢,2
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edge of the vacuum liner, and the probe insertion, D, is measured from the flal wall

of the diagnostic section. The discharge is run at sufficiently low reversal parameter,

F =_ B,,/( '"_ ""B_._,-- --0.10, and pinch parameter 0 = B_,a/(B_I- 1.4, so that field ]ines

passing through the probe location also intersect the limiter well away from its extreme

edge. For the normal field direction in ZT-40M the electron flow at the edge is over the

top, passing from the limiter to the probe station. The limiter is removed completely

from the torus when studies of the unperturbed plasma are made.

The DSP and CLP results will be used in this paper, but since a detailed description

has been given elsewhere[10] only a brief description is given here. Also, a detailed

discussion of all these probes, EEA, DSP, and CLP is given in a companion paper

in these proceedings[17]. The DSP consists of two 1 mm diameter tungsten probes

separated by 3 mm and extending 1 mm into the plasma beyond a mol3'bdenunl -

jacketed boron nitride insulator. The probe voltage is generally swept 4- 200\:' at a :2

kHz rate. The CLP is a biasable calorimeter probe, lt is primarily used to measure

tile total energy flux parallel to B, which, when compared with the heating predictions

of EEA can give a rough estimate of the mean perpendicullar of the fast electrons,

as explained further below. Like the EEA, the CLP can be rotated about its axis of

insertion to look for asymmetries 2", the flow along B.

The EEA is similar to that used in Ref. 10 but ar important design improvement ]_as

been the addition of a copper shield around the collector cup. This has had the effect

of greatly reducing the collector noise that is induced capacitatively by the voltage

fluctuations of the floating body of the EEA. The EEA consists of three electrodes.

a front plate, repeller, and collector. The front plate potential is generally clamped

to within-100 V of the liner potential by a 12-ohm resistor. A channel (1.17 mm

or 2.26 mm diameter) in 1;he front plate provides some geometrical discrimination

against plasma ions with their larger cylotron radius (--, 5 mm), which protects tlle

0.05 mm thick molybdenum foil at the bottom of the front plate channel from excessive

energy bombardment by the cold plasma component. A small diameter pinhole in

the foil (0.05 mm for the 1.17 mm channel, and 0.10 mm for the 2.26 mm channel)

admits a small fraction of the plasma to the EEA analyzer region to mininaize space

charge effects. The repeller has a channel diameter slightly larger than the front

plate channel and is biased at voltages between -100 and -1500 Volts. Data is

not used for cases when the front plate becomes more negative than the repeller.

The collector is biased at +300 _' to prevent electron reflection, ion collection, and

secondary electron emission. The magnetic field, when aligned with the EEA axis.

guides electrons through the pinh,"le to the collector if their parallel energy is sufficie:_

and provided that their cyclotron radius is small enough to fit inside the front plal(,
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channel. At 120 kA and D=15 mm electrons with perpendicular energy grealer than

160 eV cannot pass through the small channel (1.17 mm diameter) EEA arid for ttlc

large channel EEA (2.26 mm diameter) the limiting energy is 600 eV. This filteriljg

effect introduces an uncertainty when we use our analyzer measurements to determine

absolute fast electron current density and energy flux, and consequently an independ, 'ni

measurement of the energy flux, such as is available from the CLP, must be used to

determine the mean perpendicular energy of the fast electrons. Conversely, thougli,

if we make measurements for the same plasma conditions with the EEA,using both

channel diameters, we can then make an estimate of the mean perpendicular energy, as

shown in the next section. Since the analyzer is a totally open structure with no internal

grids to absorb and scatter electrons, it is possible to make absolute measurements of

the fast electron flux provided a value for the mean perpendicular energy has been

established.

3, General Properties of the Fast Electrons

The fast electrons appear early in the discharge and remain as long as the reversal is

rnaintamed. The discharge is terminated at 5 ms after 3 ms of flattop curren_ operation

to minimize probe heating. Though the total fast electron current remains consla_l

during the flattop the fast electron temperature increases gradually along with llle

central electron temperature[18].

If the EEA is rotated through small successive angles at a fixed insertion and bias,

an _.ngle scan of the fast electron current, typically averaged over the 4.5-5.0 ms time

interval is generated. The full width at half maximum of the angle scan corresponds 1o

the geometrical acceptance angle of the analyzer. Using the angle scan of the analyzer

it is possible to measure the direction of the local magnetic field to +3 °.

The primary data collected by the EEA are repeller bias scans for fixed insertion

(D=15 mm unless otherwise specified). These data of many shots are divided into

0.5 ms time bins, time-averaged and plotted verses the amplitude of the repeller voltage,

Vn. A typical example is shown in Fig. 1 for 120 kA regular discharges for the 4.5-

5 ms period (all subsequent data will be for this period unless otherwise stated) for

the large channel EEA. Note that as before[10] the data are well fit by a straight line

on a semilog plot allowing us to fit the "main" fast electron distribution, wl_icla we

call the forward current, with a half-Maxwellian, in this case with Tilu = ,530-t-15 _',

which is more than twice the central electron temperatrue, T,o of 220-1- 20 eV. \Ve use

the extrapolatron of the straight line fit back to zero bias to determine a total lasl

electron current from which a total fast elctron current density, Jn, is obtained by
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Figure 1: Retarding potential scans of the fast electron current for the large chanJJel
(x) EEA and for the small channel (o) EEA.

dividing by the pinhole area. Also shown on Fig. 1 is the fit line to the small-chan_lel

EEA data for the same conditions along with the mean data point at _ = 300 \' with

error bars corresponding to the standard standard deviation of the mean. The ratio of

the EEA fast electron current density of the small channel (0.05 mm pinhole) to the

large channel (0.10 mm pinhole) is 2.95+ 0.25. To determine the mean perpendicular

energy we use a mode] thai includes all the internal EEA geometry (channel diameters,

pinhole aspect ratios, electrode separations) and assumes a Maxwellian of temperature

T.Ln for the perpendicular velocity distribution. For _(H -- 530 eV we then calculate

the above ratio as a function of Tin. We find that the intersection of the measured

5on+290 ••ratio and the model predicts Tj.n = ou__e,oev. We take this to mean that T.LH--_TII_

for the 120 kA regular discharges.

If the EEA is rotated 180°, a much smaller backflowing component of fast electrons

(typically less than 10 per cent of the main or forward flow) is observed. The parallel

temperature of the back flowing component is about one-half of the forward flowing

temperature, and more nearly equal to the central temperature. For this case 7iln

is 330 q- 40eV for the backfiow. The possible origin or source of these bachflowing

electrons is discussed in section 6.

If the discharge current is lowered to 60 kA the resultant energy flux is st,'ong]y
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Figure 2: Radial profile of the measured (e) fast. electron current density for two
assumed values of Tj.H, 0 and 200 eV. Also shown are the predictions of the ._IBF_I
(+) and independent, internal magnetic probe measurements (o).

reduced. As a consequence the EEA can be inserted much more deeply, to D=55 mm,

into the plasma and so trace the hot electron current profile in to 20 nam inside of

the reversal surface. This measured fast electron current density profile is plotted in

Fig. 2 for two assumed values of Tj.H, 0 and 200 eV. For comparison we show the FIFP

current density profile as determined from internal magnetic probe measurements at

50 kA[19] extrapolated to 60 kA, and as predicted by the Modified Bessel Functio]l

Model (MBFM). It is seen that the fast electron current density can easily account

for the RFP current density up to and inside the reversal surface. The fact that the

fast electron current density continues to increase with EEA insertion well inside tl_e

reversal surface points to the plasma core as the source of the fast electrons. Note also,

that by doing EEA angle scans for the direction of the local magnetic field it is possible

tc locate the reversal surface quite accurately.

For this 60 kA case, TIIH = 520+20eV fairly independent of D, so it may seem

rather surprising that the T.a.,evalue implied by Fig. 2 is only about 150 eV. Ho_ever,

the density is considerably lower for the 60 kA core leading to a 50 per cent larger

I/N value than the 120 kA regu,,," case for which T±n "_ _[H and a lower fast electron

collisionality (section 6). These factors co_ald account for the lower Ta.n/Tii H at 60 kA.

Also, the results from the heating of the CLP for the 60 kA case predict Tj_H =
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300i100 eV. At the the least it can be concluded that there is, if anything, more than

enough fast electron current density to account for the independent estimates of tl_e

current density. At D=55 mm we estimate that the fast electron density is 15 to 20 per

cent of the ambient plasma density, up from a value of about 5 per cent at D=15 mm.

4. Dependence of Fast Electron Properties on Discharge Pa-

rameters

We have studied the fast electrons over a wide variety of conditions on ZT-401_I.

The 9 cases studied are summarized in Table I. The cases are ordered by increasing

current, and, within each current class, by increasing density. Each case is given a letter

designation for use in subsequent plots of data by case. The cases span a wide range

of plasma parameters: chord average densities, 0.84 to 6.5 x 1019 m-a; T_o, 70 to 270

eV; radiated power fraction, 0.20 to 0.92; critical runaway field, Ec_, 60 to 5.50 V/m;

on-axis electric field, Eo, 4.4 to 16 V/m; and electron runaway parameter, Eo/E_,

0.0:3 to 0.1. The runaway field, E_, is calculated including an estimated value for ll_e

average ion charge number, Z, determined from the ratio of the measured resistivity

from helicity-balance and calculated Spitzer resistivity.

Of particular interest, is case I in which a 3 per cent atomic fraction of I(rypton

impurity was added to the fill gas in order to raise the radiated power fraction. Earlier

measurements[20] have shown that the electron poloidal beta remains constant and the

non-radiative energy confinement time increases significantly as the fraction of energy

radiated increa, es with addition of Krypton. Hence, since the fast electrons are strong

contributors to the nonradiative energy losses in regular 120 kA discharges[10], it was

felt that their role might be significantly altered in the Krypton injected discharges, a

question that is addressed further in section 5.

One of the important, questions regards the role of the fast. electrons in supplying

the RFP current density. For each case we calculated an upper and lower bound for

the fast electron current density, using the assumption that Tan = TIIH for the upper

bound and T.tu = 0 for the lower bound. We then compared these values with the

predictions of the MBFM model for r/a=0.95, corresponding closely to the geometrical

pesition of the EEA in the vacuum chamber and for r/a=0.90, which corresponds more

nearly to the probe position in the plasma when the outward shift ef the flux surfaces

from the toroidal effect is accounted for. These are compared on a case-by-case basis

in Fig. 3 for the 4.5 to 5.0 ms time period. In each case the fast electron current is

reduced by the backflow electron current before plotting, an effect, that is significant

only in the Krypton-injected case. The results of the figure show that the fast electrons



Table I: Listing and Description of Nine Cases studied in _arameter Scan
CASE DISCHARGE TYPE MAJOR FEATURE

A. 60kA, low density highest Eo/Ec

B. 60kA, high density low current, high density

C. 100kA, regular density intermediate current.

D. 120kA, current rampdown lowest Eo

E. 120kA, current rampup strong dynamo activity

F. 120kA, regular density standard conditions

G. 120kA, 10-30 PDC shots before elevated density near wall, flat-
each discharge tened density profile

H. 120kA, high density high density

I. 120kA, Krypton injected highest density and radiated
fraction, lowest Eo/E,

-- /' I I I "' I I ' I ' I '1 I " I I "
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xlO -

0
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+ _0
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A B C D E F G H I

CASE (ORDERED BY INCREASING DISCHARGE CURRENT AND DENSITY)

Figure 3: Case-by-Case comparison of the fast electron current density (o) and tl_e
current densit)predicted by the MBFM model (+).
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Figure 4: Case-by-case values of the fast electron to central electron temperatu_e ratio
for the forward (o) and backflow (.) fast electrons.

are likely to be the RFP curreht density carriers in all the cases studied, including the

Krypton-injected case. It is not clear at. this time why for case H (120 kA, high density)

the fast electron current lies so much high,,_r than the MBFM prediction.

As pointed out earlier, the central electron temperature ranges from 70 eV to 270

eV at 4.5 to 5.0 ms into the discharge for the cases studied. The fast electron (forward

and backflow) temperatures also vary widely for the cases studied, but approximately

in proportion to T,o so that the ratio THH/T,o is much less sensitive to case variations,

as is shown in Fig. 4. It is seem that for the forward flowing fast electrons Tilu/_/'_o is

in the range of about 2 to 3. For the backflow fast electrons the ratio is about i to 1.5,

about half the forward flow value, suggesting a connection to the forward lectrons, as

well as the core plasma.

The residual scatter in the forward flow fast electron TiiH/_/_o ratio can be further

organized by plotting it versus the respective values of the runaway parameter, Eo/Ec,,

for each case. This ratio, and the ratio of the net fast electron current density (for

T±n = Ttln ) to the MBFM - predicted current, density (for r/a=0.90) are plotted in

Fig. 5 vs Eo/Ecz. The two striking features of the figure are that the current densily

ratio, JHNET/JMBFM, is independent of Eo/Ec, while the temperature ratio, TilH/T_o

increases linearly with Eo/Ec,, extrapolating back to unity as Eo/Ecz approaclles zero.
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Eo/Ec_.

The dependence of the temperature ratio on Eo/Ec, indicates the importance of the role

of collisional effects (which determine the critical field Ecz) and the runaway or slide

away process, as discussed further in section 6. However, one should not necessarily

conclude from this data that the fast electrons will exist at zero or verb' low runaway

parameters since the range of Eo/E,,, 0.03 to 0.10, corresponds _o quite strong drivers

for runaway electrons, and it is quite possible that other effects ma 3, come into play,

to change such a simple interpretation as Eo/E_, is reduced in the larger RFP devices.

For example, ZTH, operated at 4MA should have an Eo/Ec, value almost an order

of magnitude lower than Eo/E,, for the regular 120 kA discharges on ZT-40M and

for a compact RFP reactor Eo/E,_ is projected to be almost two orders of magnitude
smaller than in ZT-40M.

5. Radial Lnergy Transport of Fast Electrons

To estimate the fast electron transport across the magnetic field it is necessary to

measure the scale length of the fast electrons in the shadow of _.he movable limiter

and then to develop a model to analyze this result. Such a measurement has been

made only for the regular 120 kA discharges[10]. The data showing the fast electron
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current as a function of EEA insertion, D, for the limiter fully withdrawn, Dc = 0,

and inserted £o DL=19 mm, are given in Fig. 6. The vertical arrows on the figure show

the positions of the limiter-face flux surface at the location of the EEA.

As the limiter is inserted a sharp scrapeoff layer develops just outside of the limiter

flux surface having an exponential scale length Ao__ 2 mm. This scrapeoff layer llas

been modeled for the fast electrons[10] assuming that they move freely along the field

lines unaffected by spa.ce charge effects with the mean speed Vo = X/2TIIH/m, where 7_
is the electron mass, while diffusing perpendicular to the magnetic field at a rate given

by
D±nnn

r_n = (])

where r±n and D±n are the fast electron flux and diffusion coefficient across the

magnetic field, nn = dn/evo is the fast electron density, and e the electron cl_arge.

The resulting expression for Dan is found to be[10] Dan = 12oVo/1.6L, where L is

the distance along the field line between the limiter and the EEA, 0.31 m. Solving

for D±H for the conditions of ref.[10], for which this measurement was made, gives

D±H = ,51 m2/sec. Interpreting this in terms of the Bohm diffusion ceefficient we iliad

D±H = 0.3 DB, where Ds = T±H/(16 B).

A second way to interpret the perpendicular diffusion is as being due tc the stochas-

tic wandering of the magnetic field lines[21]. In this case, Din = Vo Dm where D,,_
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the)" do support _Ee i,rnp_i.catio,n of t_e magnet,.ic _actuation measurement rh,at D_

be_om_ very sm_ near t:o _d outsi,de of t_e reversM surface.

T_e _ue of D_,_ can be used to estimate t_e rad_aI_enerKy flux of t_,_efast e'iect ro,_,._.

wD_ere,_.is the radi_a_fast_e_ec_ro.nscale length ac the p_asma edge in the absence of the

l_mA*_er,and wh_e we resume t_at the mean e_ergy per dl_ffl_s_,ng fast eIectron is (Zi,_/+

T_.u);. An _timate fourt_e tot_: fast e._tron power loss can be obtained by multiplying

F._n by the _orus. area, 9m _, _d t_,,s can be compared with the nonradi.ative power loss

from the dise.h_ge_ Such a comp_mn is given in Fig. 8:for four different cas_. Sir_ce

D._u kas been _:ured oMy for tb_et._ kA regular case we assume D_._ __ 0.3 Dz

for t_e other _. F_thermore, estimated ranges of T_.n must be made for the

other cas_, as weil and these are baaed on the CLP measurements pl,us comparis,-,,:_

with mdepende_,t malefic data (e.g.. Fig. 2). The scale ];ength A has been measured

separately for each ease. Though the uncert_nties are targe it can be conctudM that

,j the fast electron ener_, Ioss is a significant electron energy loss ch.anneI in ali cases.

lt is particMLarty interes:mg to note that the fast electrons are important even it: the

KD-pton-m}med ease _Eere the radiated fraction and the co_lisiona!itv are so_Ligk (sc,:_

set, km 6). It i_ not clear why the fast etmron contribution i.s relatively Iower iri the
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120 kA high density case but it could be because of additional uncertainties in D2.,f

and T_n.

6. Fast Electron Collisions with Ions

Though the fast electrons have a long mean-free-path between collisions with ions,

they also travel a long distance parallel to a stochastic field line before they have

travelled, or example, from r = 0 to r = 0.15 m, on the average. This distance, L,

travelled along the field line in terms of the mean radial excursion,/_r, is[21]

L = (&r)2
20=" (4)

To quantify the conision question we set Ar = 0.15 m and choose a mean value of D._

from Fig. 7 for this region of 1.2 x 10-4 m. We then obtain L" 94 rn. By calculating the

mean-free-path for the fast electrons for a cumulative 900 electron-ion collision for each

case and dividing t.,tis into L we obtain the number of collisions made by an average

fast electron as it moves stochastically from r = 0 to 0.15 m. We find that this numbe:

is greater than unity for all cases and is as large as 75 for the Krypton-::,jected case.

These results are summarized in a plot of number of collisions versus E.j/E:: give:_

in Fig. 9. In spite of the wide range of collisionality found here we still find the fast

, electrons to have similar characteristics in ali case_, as outlined in section 4, though the

ratio of Tlln/T,_ does d_rease as Eo/E_., decreases (Fig. 5), or as collisionalitv increase

as implied by Fig. 9. Another feature that increases with collisionalitv is the ratio of

the I:ackflow fast electron current to the forward electron current, IHS/IHy. Tt_:s is

shown in Fig. 10. This result shows that the backflow electron production is related to

the collisionalitv of the core and/or (see Fig. 9) to the size of the runaway parameter.

lt is also seen that provided the mean number of colhsions is less than about ten the

backflow contribution is small. This latter result ma.,,' explain the success of a recent

stochastic transport model[25,26! in predicting many of the features of the 60 kA data

(Fig. :2) a case for which the collision number is five, even though collisional effects etl

the electrons are not included in the model.

7. Summary and Conclusions

The essential features of the 120 L'A regular case, as reported in Ref. [10]. a:e give::

in the introduction and have been corroborated by our subsequem measurements.

The discharge parameters of ZT-40M were varied over a wide range of coI:isionatitv

between the fast electrons and ions. and in ali cases the fast electrons can carry tl:e
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RFP current density. This result was verified up to 20 mm inside the reversal surface

for the 60 kA discharges indicating the fast electron source is in the central part of the

discharge.

For the 120 kA regular discharges we directly measured Ta.n -_ TIIn, but there is

some indication that for the 60 kA discharge (of lower collisionality) that T.tn -_ TIIH/2.

Though the fast electrons were present in all cases the ratio of TIIn/Teo decreases

as Eo/Ec, decreases. This could indicate that, their effect will be much attenuated or

absent in ZTH at 4 MA where Eo/Ecz is nearly an order of magnitude smaller than in

ZT-40M at 120 kA. Similarly, it would be expected that the fast electron effects are

further reduced in a compact RFP reactor.

The backflow to forward fast electron current ratio increases linearly with colli-

sionality and decreases with increasing runaway parameter indicating the backflow

electrons result from backscattering of the forward flow and/or leakage from the core

• to the edge in the reverse (anti-runaway) direction along stochastic field lines.

The fast electrons are the major electron energy loss channel for the 120 kA regular

discharges, and are also likely to be so for the 60 kA and 120 kA Krypton-injected

discharges as weil.

The magnetic field diffusivity, as determined from fast electron measurements in the

limiter shadow, indicates the magnetic field at and outside the reversal surface is mucll

less stochastic than in the interior, as shown by a comparison with a determination of

the diffusivity from magnetic fluctuation measurements. This resuit is also consistent

with MHD simulations[27]. It emphasizes once again the importance of having low

field errors so as to maintain these good flux surfaces[28,29].

The picture that seems to be evolving from these data for ZT-40.kl-size RFP is

one where a stochastic magnetic field distribution is established primarily by _IliD

processes, while electrons begin to runaway along these field lines but stochastically

diffuse to the outer no-acceleration region before the runaway has proceeded very far.

The calculations of Jacobson and Moses[30,31] give results that are consistant with our

observations for the low collisionality cases of 60 kA and I20 kA regular discharges[7].

Refinements on this approach could include the runaway distortion of the distribution

function and a self-consistant inclusion of the energy equation so that the central

temperature, T,o, and the relation between TIIH, T±n, and T,o might be predicted. Also,

for high collisionality cases, the concepts of the tangled discharge model[32,33], wllicla

assumes a local Ohm's law, should be more applicable. A total theoretical mode! of the

RFP must be capable of treating MHD phenomena as well as kinetic phenomena a1_d

must include collisional effects for correct calculation of transport along and across the
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magnetic field lines. Also, as in the case of slide away electrons in the Tokamak[3.1,35],

it is possible that microinstabilities can be excited by the fast electrons in the RFP.
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